
LSU vs. McNeese State  
November 13, 2015 
 
LSU HEAD COACH QUOTES 
 
Head Coach Johnny Jones 
 
Opening statement… 
 
“I told the guys prior to the game that McNeese would come out and be a well-coached 
basketball team. They play extremely hard, and we saw that early on in the game. They 
did a great job in executing and a did great job in defending. We went on a great little run 
in the stretch right there prior to the half. I thought we came back out in the second half 
after making a couple of adjustments and played extremely well defensively, holding 
them scoreless for several minutes. Offensively, we were clicking and made the 
necessary plays on the offensive end. We did what we needed to get the gap that we did. 
After we got a substantial lead, we weren’t as focused and lost a bit of our way when I 
took some guys out and went to the bench. We didn’t do a great job defensively. We 
allowed them some driving lanes to get to the basket and shoot open three’s. We did not 
execute like we needed to on the offensive end and missed a series of free throws. All in 
all, I’m happy, excited about the win. We did grow a little bit. We got better from the 
other night, and we are going to have to do the same thing and transition from this game 
to the game on Monday. Hopefully, we continue to improve.” 
 
On what he can show his team from tonight’s game … 
 
“I think the big thing is showing them the beginning of the second half when we came 
out and the way we finished the first half on a nice little run. We came back out with the 
ball in the second half and executed there early on. I thought Elbert Robinson III 
established himself in the paint early, and we didn’t look back there. We played really 
well for a long stretch there. We have some really positive things we can show them for 
us to get to the point we need to. Obviously, it’s not going to be perfect, but we have to 
make sure that we are showing signs of improvement, regardless of the opponent.” 
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LSU PLAYER QUOTES 
 
Forward Ben Simmons 
 
On starting sluggish… 
“We pushed the ball and spread the floor with spacing. I think we played better defense in the 
second half, which allowed us to get the easy transition points.” 
 
On the run in the second half… 
“It was great. We played well and rebounded well. Last week we didn’t really play like that in the 
second half and we relaxed. We started better in the second half compared to last week.” 
 
On the crowd and hype… 
“There were fans out there and they are ready to see a good show. I’m glad that Antonio 
(Blakeney) and Brandon (Sampson) are here because none of this would happen without them. I 
think we are getting better everyday on the floor. We have a long season ahead of us and we are 
going to get better every day.”  
 
On the physicality of the game… 
“I just made some dumb mistakes. I had a quick slap a couple times and an offensive foul going 
through the lane. It’s a game and it happens.” 
 
Guard Antonio Blakeney 
 
On his first game… 
“I really wanted to come out and focus on defense and rebounding. I wanted to come out and play 
hard. My teammates and coaches believe in me to make plays and that’s what I did.” 
 
On being a factor on the glass… 
“I think I rebounded well, but I did better in the second half. I think I had a couple rebounds in 
the second half but I lost the ball a couple of times. I have a lot to improve on that as well.” 
 
On playing through the tough finish… 
“It definitely helps to go through that because you know your coaches believe in you even if you 
play badly for a little bit. You may start off shooting badly. He believes you can make those shots 
and lets you keep shooting.” 
 
Guard Brandon Sampson 
 
On getting in a rhythm… 
“I don’t think it was a nervous thing. I just think we had to get through the game a couple of 
times. Shots weren’t falling in the first couple of minutes so we had to get through the motions. 
Get it in the post and kick it out to get some shots.” 
 
On the run in the first and second half… 
“Just knowing your teammates and how each other play. Just knowing we like to run. I think in 
transition is where we execute the most because we like to run. It opens up the floor more. I think 
at the end when they started to come back just the momentum between the fouls took away our 
momentum. I think that was the difference in transition and them getting back in it.” 
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MCNEESE HEAD COACH DAVE SIMMONS 
 
Opening Statement… 
 
“Obviously, this wasn’t the outcome we wanted, but I thought our kids fought hard. We 
went down early in second half, but we didn’t quit. We fought back. We outscored them 
43 to 40. There is a lot of promise in this team. We have five new guys in our program. 
As a coaching staff, this is a tough game to start off with. LSU is very talented. Ben 
Simmons is everything they have said he is. (Antonio) Blakeney and (Brandon) Sampson 
can really shoot the ball. LSU has a lot of weapons, but the biggest thing for our team is 
that we didn’t quit. We just have to continue to work. We have 28 more games. We have 
some other teams that are as good as LSU left on our schedule. This is a game we can 
take and build on. We will take the good things that happened in this game. We have a lot 
of guys who can play. Johnny (Jones) did a heck of a job. When he went up a lot of 
points, he put some other kids in. That’s when we made our run. Obviously, that’s what 
all good teams will do. You make runs no matter who is out of the game, but we played 
through some tough spots. The biggest thing and the turning point to me was that first ten 
minutes (of the second half). They shot and hit everything that went up, and we couldn’t 
buy a basket. My hat goes off to them. Good luck to them, Johnny and his coaching 
staff.”  
 
On Ben Simmons and the first ten minutes of the second half… 
 
“It’s not that we weren’t there. We tried zone. We tried man. We tried different 
combinations. You take a kid like Ben (Simmons). I can see why kids love him and why 
a guy like (Antonio) Blakeney came here. I would come here with a guy who could pass 
the ball as well as Ben. He looks for his teammates. He can score more points than he 
scored tonight. That’s why he is a good team player. I can see why people talk the way 
they talk about him and why kids love playing with him. The biggest thing about Ben that 
surprised me was his ability on the offensive glass. He just kept coming. He’s a hard guy 
to block out. We jumped to our peak, and it seemed like he was getting a little higher. 
He’s a tremendous offensive rebounder and very skilled. We were a little nervous 
because he’s like a fourth guard. We kept saying they have two bigs in the game and tried 
to guard them. Johnny actually had, to me, four guards with Ben in the game. We were 
very cautious of pressing them because of his ability to see the open guy. With guys like 
(Brandon) Sampson, Blakeney and kids hitting big shots, you could be in for a long night. 
I am sure they have a lot of things to work on just like us. We just have to get back to 
work. We have a game next Tuesday. We have Oklahoma, UCLA and Indiana on our 
schedule. We have to be prepared for those types of team. We will get it figured out. I am 
proud of my team because they didn’t quit. We have some work to do, but we will be fine 
as the season progresses.” 
 


